Coordination and variability during anticipated and unanticipated sidestepping.
Numerous investigations have attempted to link the incidence and risk of non-contact anterior cruciate ligament injuries to specific intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms. However, these are often measured in isolation. This study utilizes a dynamical systems approach to investigate differences in coordination and coordination variability between segments and joints in anticipated and unanticipated sidestepping, a task linked to a high risk of non-contact anterior cruciate ligament injuries. Full body, three-dimensional kinematics and knee kinetic data were collected on 22 male collegiate soccer players during anticipated and unanticipated sidestepping tasks. A modified vector coding technique was used to quantify coordination and coordination variability of the trunk and pelvis segments and the hip and knee joints. Sagittal and frontal plane trunk-pelvis coordination were more in-phase during unanticipated sidestepping. Sagittal plane hip-knee and hip (rotation)-knee (flexion/extension) coordination were more in-phase with the knee dominating the movement during unanticipated sidestepping (P < 0.05). Coordination variability was greater in unanticipated sidestepping for trunk (flexion)-pelvis (tilt), trunk (lateral flexion)-pelvis (obliquity), hip (flexion/extension)-knee (flexion/extension) and hip (rotation)-knee (flexion/extension) (P < 0.05). In unanticipated sidestepping where there is limited time to pre-plan the movement, multiple kinematic solutions and high coordinative variability is required to achieve the task. Our results suggest that coordination becomes more in-phase and the variability of this coordination increases as a function of task complexity and reduced planning time as that which occurs in unanticipated sporting task scenarios. Consequently, injury prevention programs must incorporate perceptual components in order to optimise planning time and coordinate appropriate postural adjustments to reduce external knee joint loading and subsequent injury risk in sport.